
Dear Les, 	 6/21/77 
For now in confidence and for you and sack and if either of you wants but in confi-

dence for them, Shearer and elumenthal, this -in his own writing - reflection of Saint 
Edgar's love an respect. 

I am keeping a very low profile and it is productive. Leyand anything you've dreamed 
of in reeerde. Sc much I cart fiaC tiee to weite.:,  So low that I said no twice last week 
before leaving the work for which I went to 'Janes to do the Good Morning America show. 

In one of my FULL suits I've already obtained more than 15,000 pages without getting 
close to the end, if a lot closer to a tough fight. So I want to get the stuff, not 
attention. Tne less attention it seem the more stuff. And much of it really is! 

I'm eevine it all away but first y  :oust ,et it, hence ey caution. 

1n another of these suits I can use help. It has come to the point where a spook can 
swear to eeything, no matter hew impossible, and the judgea accept it. "eleed by unwise 
suits by those who hadn't the slightest idea what they were doing buL thought it was 
great and fact vas irrelevant. Aeanine bas decisions. 

I went to tackle this eretchee businee heed on end perhaps teach the judgeo a 
lesson about the official sworn word. I suspect the more the perjary the better the pro-
motion prcepects. So they !.eve sworn that if they give me soec teanecipee that can t 
possibly disclose intelligence sources and methods that will happen. Without takinZ a 
word of testimoey - after erorolaing it at the outset cut wine it off - the judge had 
ruled for thus. 

One of the more eft' ctive ways of addressing this 16 through that whore fine. Ed 
Epstein, who made a career of being an unofficial official spokesman from blaming all the 
flaws of the Warren L'oeeiseion on Warren and other libeeals to blackening blacks for John 
Mitchell, who elugeed hie on coeet-to-coast TV before Epetein'e eritine wns out. 

He is probably one of the reasons eoree deeohreeschildt killed himself. Another is 
pressures, from the Eouee assassins comattee and that crazy Dutchean 31teaes. It is my 
information that Epstein has a half-million dollar aivance tc do a Look for Readers 
Migest saying that the KGB killed 	through 'dewald. (Who nobody would trust to swat a 
drunken fly, whatever you prefer to believe.) The project is under John l'arron, to whom the 
eel and ClA leaked his book hGB. No possibility of ueofeicial soarcos if you've 'add it. 
2he research assistant is Pamela Butler, as I recall. 

This is the issue involved in my suit, really, making things available. Excdpt that 
I'm not aaking for anythine that can disclose an intelligence source or method. 

un© transcript I'm trying to get is of the Russian ex-KGB Igor Nosenkoie evaluation 
of the Warren t:;oaeission on ''awald. I understand that the CIA, which h s him hidden, has 
made Noeenko available for en Epstein interview for his book. Because when he defected 
Noseneo, et eoee personal risk, said the Russians suspected Oswald wan en American "sleeper 
agent." When he told this to the FBI, laich has no agents in Russian, the CIA rewarded him 
with threeevars of confinement at ,ampePeary, Va. Meaning solitary. Probably educational 
solitary. l'rom which he will go where? ,ack to Russia? 

Once the CIA knew what he said about this the engletonians decided, fact and reason 
not beine impediments, that Nosnnko :iris risking his life to eleieferm about Oswald. 3ull. 
His name is not mentionee in the Warren report. 

With the willingness of timid judges the spanks have taken a ;roper and necessary 
FOIA exemption and sharpened it to eviscerate the Act. 

What I get and do not get under the Act is of no personal interest to me. If I could 
hope to liee lone ,:noueh to write what I have I'd by a hepoy 'ethesieh. But the lew menus 
much, I think, and leaving records for young people and scholars do do good things with 
also does. Rogever they'll lie, how about eivine the Dieset and the CIA and Epstein a whirl? 
WFAA Dallas, by the way, has some precious footage of them pushing one and and epsteink pushing 
the other on his Palm "'each hotel-teee dear. Beet, 


